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new ones when they have lost one-tenth of their original weight.
Revolutions of the Charge.—The number of revolutions of the Standard test shall be 1,800, and the speed of rotation shall not fall below 28 nor exceed 30 per minute. The belt power shall be sufficient to rotate the rattler at the same speed whether charged or empty.
Condition of the Charge.—The bricks composing a charge shall be thoroughly dried before making the test.
The Calculation of the Results.—The loss shall be calculated in percentages of the weight of the dry brick compos-Ing the charge, and no results shall be considered as official unless it Is the average of two distinct and complete tests, made on separate charges of brick.
134. Specifications for Brick Paving. The specifications in this and the following articles for various kinds of wearing surfaces of street pavements are taken from the standard specifications used in the city of St. Louis. In these specifications all the general clauses and also all detailed description of the grading, curb, gutter, and foundation will be omitted, since it is the intention to include in them only that portion of the specification describing the wearing surface.
, In this specification for brick pavement, after describing the .curbing, preparation of the roadbed, which involves a thorough rolling with a steel roller, weighing1 not less than ten tons, or three hundred pounds per lineal inch of roller; also the concrete foundation of six inches in depth, the following specification is given for
WKARING   SUKPACR.
Upon the foundation of concrete shall be laid a bed of coarse, screened sand, about t\vo inches in thickness when compacted, to serve as a bed for the hnrks. I Tpon this base of sand a pavement of the best quality of vitrified paving brick shall be laid. Great care must be taken to have the surface of this sand layer exactly parallel to the desired street surface after completion. To accomplish tin's a wooden screed must be used whose lower side is rut out to the proper curve by computing a sufficient number of ordnudes. The screed will rest on one end on top of the curb and will reach to the center of the street or railroad track, where it will rest on a carefully adjusted piece of scantling or on the top of rail respectively. It shall then be properly weighted and drawn along slowly: an almost perfect sand grade will thus he obtained. No hand luting will be permitted except where the use of screed is impossible. The bricks shall not be less than eight inches nor more than nine inches long, not less than two and one-half inches nor more than three inches wide, not less than four inches

